
How to make a new digital magazine or book by old. 

Tutorial Two: Edit page containing letters, sketches and photos step by step. 

1) Scan a page in 200 – 300dpi analysis by any magazine or book and save this  image in Jpeg 
color file. This original scan page for the lesson is 200dpi analysis by RCModeler magazine. 

Attention: A good scan has less work later. 
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2) Open the image file with photoshop and make alignment image using ruler and drivers. 

Attention: Good alignment fewer problems. 

 

 

3) Correct the image if needed in brightness, colors and contrast. 

Now convert the image from color to grayscale. 
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4) Create a new blank white page with the knowledgeable dimensions. 

Reminder: Page dimensions 21 x 28cm. 

 

 

 

Copy and paste the original scanned page that has turned grayscale in the new blank page 
and make new alignment image into margins. 
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5) Now make posterize the new page with image. 

Reminder: Choose a suitable level posterize number between 2 – 6 not more. 

Attention: Look at the black arrow in the image. There exist points in need of extra cleaning 
in image. Use hand tools to clean as eraser, pencil etc. 

Image before more clean. 

 

Attention: You can also clean the picture by using the command filters. Carefully though, 
because alters the image quality. 
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Image after more clean. 

 

 

 

6) Now cut the internal photo because it is damaged by the posterization. 

Image marked photo before cut. 
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Image after cut. 

 

 

7) In the same way to make a copy of the older clear images of genuine page and after paste 
of this new page in which there must be. 

Copy image by original scan page. 
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Paste image in new page. 

 

 

 

8) Create the new page numbering in the footer as you like. 

Attention: Use standard option and fonts in all new pages for consistent results. 
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Finale: Now our new page is fully ready to save to a new file image with Jpeg,Bmp,Tiff,Png. 

I Use Bmp file because the conversion of a file Pdf has small capacity. 

 

Presentation tutorial 2 by Hlsat. 

 


